
Lion on the Move again, CP PLUS wins the Innovative Security Product of 

the Year Award while its founder, Mr. Aditya Khemka has been recognized 

as the Security Man of the Year by Business World Security Conclave 

 

 
 

CP PLUS is a globally recognized leader in providing innovative technology solutions for energy 

management and security. With a strong commitment to excellence, CP PLUS has been 

empowering businesses and individuals with cutting-edge solutions to enhance efficiency, 

safety, and convenience at millions of locations across the globe. 

 

Recognizing the years of hard work that made CP PLUS, not just a pioneering leader in cutting-

edge technology solutions but a household name, the Business World Security Conclave 

accoladed the brand and its founder with two more of the most eminent acknowledgments.  

 

CP PLUS and visionary leader Mr. Aditya Khemka have been awarded the prestigious titles of 

"Innovative Security Product of the Year" for its indigenized product line, ViDu, and "Security 

Man of the Year" for single-handedly transforming the Indian surveillance industry. Receiving 

these awards reaffirms the brand’s commitment to excellence and innovation in the field of 

security. 

 

CP PLUS was honored with the "Innovative Security Product of the Year" award for its 

groundbreaking advancements in security technology. The company's cutting-edge solutions 



have redefined the way organizations approach security, offering innovative features and 

unmatched reliability. 

 

In addition to its product accolade, the brand proudly received the "Security Man of the Year" 

award. This recognition celebrates the exceptional leadership and contributions of Mr. Aditya 

Khemka for playing a pivotal role in shaping the security landscape in India and many parts of 

Asia. 

 

"We owe these awards to our exceptional team of security professionals who work tirelessly to 

ensure the safety and protection of our clients," remarked Mr. Aditya Khemka, Managing 

Director, CP PLUS. 

 

The awards were presented at the Business World Security Conclave, a prestigious event that 

gathers industry leaders, innovators, and experts to celebrate excellence in security solutions. 

 

 


